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Kemp, Barry

Paper Topics:

1. **Critique a Web Site.** Find a site on the Web that deals with some aspect of ancient Egyptian religion. Provide a brief description (including a copy of the home page), and then assess to what extent the site is based upon Egyptological knowledge or modern fantasy. Be sure to support your assessments - say why the scholarship behind the site is good and/or why it’s full of you-know-what.

2. **Critique a Mummy Movie.** Pick a Mummy movie (a selection will be available in Kerr) and provide a brief synopsis. Assess to what extent the film is based upon Egyptological knowledge or modern fantasy. Be sure to support your assessments - say why the scholarship behind the film is good and/or why it’s full of you-know-what.

3. **Go to the Santa Barbara Art Museum** and describe the ancient Egyptian objects there (there aren’t many). Discuss their religious role and significance (ie: what sort of setting do they come from or were used in - temple, tomb? What religious purpose did they serve? Do they employ/reflect religious symbolism? Etc.), connecting them with themes discussed in the class.

4. **Go to the Los Angeles County Art Museum (Road Trip!!! for extra Credit)** and describe the five of their ancient Egyptian objects. Discuss their religious role and significance (ie: what sort of setting do they come from or were used in - temple, tomb? What religious purpose did they serve? Do they employ/reflect religious symbolism? Etc.), connecting them with themes discussed in the class.